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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .We prove that a continuous functional on the space B S, S of all
bounded measurable functions on a given set S is invariant under transfor-
mations from the automorphism group of the set of all real numbers if and
Ž .only if it can be represented as a Choquet or Sugeno fuzzy integral with
 4respect to a monotonic 0, 1 -valued function on S. We also establish a
polynomial representation for invariant functionals.
Ž .Let S be a nonempty algebra of subsets of a set S and let B s B S, S
denote the normed space of all bounded, real-valued, S-measured func-
Ž . 5 5 < Ž . <tions on S. The norm in B S, S is given by f s sup f s . Asg S
real-valued function m on S is monotonic if, for any A, A9 g S, the
Ž . Ž .inclusion A ; A9 implies m A F m A9 . In the rest of the paper m
Ž . Ž .denotes a monotonic function on S with m B s 0, m S s 1.
Ž . Ž <Let f be a function in B. Then the function G a s m s g Sm, f
Ž . 4. Ž .f s ) a is called the decreasing distribution function of f with respect
to m. The Choque integral of f g B with respect to m is defined by
Ž w x.see 1, 5
‘ 0
f dm s G x da q G x y 1 da ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hm , f m , f
0 y‘
where integrals on the right-hand side are Riemann integrals.
w x Ž .The Sugeno integral 7 also known as the fuzzy integral of f g B with
respect to m is defined by
f dm s sup a n G a ,Ž .H m , f
w xag 0, 1
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w xwhere n is the minimum operator. It is shown in 3, Prop. 2.3 that for
 40, 1 -valued monotonic set functions m the Sugeno and Choquet integrals
define the same functional on B. In what follows, we shall be using
 4the Choquet integral, because our results involve only 0, 1 -valued func-
tions m.
Ž .A real-valued functional I: B “ R is said to be order in¤ariant if
f I f s I f fŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .for all f g B and f g A R , where A R is the automorphism group of R
Ž Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..considered as a linearly ordered set. We define f f x s f f x for all
.x g S.
In this article we prove the following result:
Ž .MAIN THEOREM. A functional I on B S, S is continuous and in¤ariant if
and only if
I f s f dm , 1Ž . Ž .H
where the integral on the right-hand side is the Choquet integral with respect to
 4a monotonic set function m on S with ¤alues in 0, 1 .
w xOur studies were motivated by the work of Schmeidler 5, 6 on integral
representation without additivity and its applications to the neo-Bayesian
model in decision theory. There are also many publications where the
Choquet integral representation is used in multicriteria decision making,
specifically to describe interactions between criteria.
In this paper we are interested in invariant functionals because they
provide for meaningful relations between variables. In the framework of
w xrepresentational measurement theory 2 , the concept of ‘‘meaningfulness’’
is usually formalized in terms of invariance with respect to the automor-
phism group defining a particular scale type. In the case of ordinal scales,
Ž .the automorphism group A R utilizes this concept. Thus the equation
Ž .y s I f represents a meaningful statement in ordinal scales provided I is
Ž .invariant under action from A R .
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we establish a
polynomial representation of invariant functionals given by the Choquet
integral. We prove the main theorem in Section 3.
2. POLYNOMIALS AND INVARIANT INTEGRALS
The following construction gives a typical example of continuous invari-
ant functionals on B. The symbols k and n denote supremum and
infimum in R, respectively.
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Ž .Let A be a family of subsets of S. We define a lattice polynomial PA
on B by
P f s f x .Ž . Ž .E HA
xgAAgA
w xThe proof of the following theorem is found in 4 .
THEOREM 1. Let S be a finite set and let S s 2S. A functional I on B is
Ž .continuous and in¤ariant if and only if it is a polynomial on B S, S .
In this section we investigate the invariance properties of functionals
Ž .defined by the equation 1 and establish a polynomial representation for
these functionals.
Ž .  4THEOREM 2. If I f s Hf dm is in¤ariant, then m is a 0, 1 -¤alued
function.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose there is A g S such that b s m A g 0, 1 . Let f s
Ž . Ž .A* be the indicator function of A. Then I f s Hf dm s m A s b. Let f
be an automorphism of R that has 0 and 1 as its only fixed points. Clearly,
Ž .f f s f. Since I is invariant, we have
f b s f I f s I f f s I f s b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
a contradiction.
Ž w x.The next theorem Proposition 2.2 in 3 asserts that functionals given
 4by the Choquet integral with respect to 0, 1 -valued functions m on S are
polynomials on B.
 4THEOREM 3. Let m be a 0, 1 -¤alued function on S. Then
f dm s P fŽ .H A
 < Ž . 4for f g B, where A s A : S m A s 1 .
Let P be a polynomial on B. For a given A g A consider the set A9A
defined by
A9 s s g S N f s G f t .Ž . Ž .H½ 5
tgA
Ž . Ž .Clearly, A9 is a S-measurable set and H f s s H f t . Thus wesg A9 t g A
may assume that the family A defining P is a family of S-measurableA
sets.
 4Suppose A9 > A for some A g A. Then A9 s A j A9 defines a poly-
nomial that coincides with the polynomial defined by A. Thus we may
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assume that the family A defining P is closed under inclusion; i.e.,A
A9 > A and A g A imply A9 g A. We shall call families of S-measurable
sets A satisfying this condition wedges. It is easy to verify that P s P forA A9
two wedges A and A9 implies A9 s A.
Let A be a wedge. We define
1 if A g A,
m A sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž .By Theorem 3, P f s Hf dm for f g B. Thus we have the followingA
extended version of Theorem 3.
 4THEOREM 4. Let m be a 0, 1 -¤alued function on S. Then
f dm s P fŽ .H A
 < Ž . 4for f g B, where A s A : S m A s 1 is a wedge. Con¤ersely, for a
 4gi¤en wedge A, there is a unique 0, 1 -¤alued function m on S such that the
abo¤e equation holds.
Ž .Remark. It can be easily seen that for a given B S, S there are natural
bijections between the set of all wedges on S, the set of all polynomial
Ž .functionals on B S, S , and the set of all invariant Choquet integrals on
Ž .B S, S .
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Ž . w xSufficiency. A functional defined by 1 is continuous 1, Chap. 8 and,
by Theorem 4, is a polynomial. Clearly, any polynomial is an invariant
functional.
Necessity. Let I be continuous and invariant on B. Since the subspace
B ; B of all finite step functions is dense in B, it suffices to establish0
Ž .formula 1 for functions in B .0
Let m be a function on S defined by
m A s I A*Ž . Ž .
for A g S.
For a given finite partition D of S, consider the subspace B ; BD 0
consisting of all functions that are constants on the elements of D. The
restriction I of I on this subspace is a continuous and invariant func-D
tional. By Theorem 1, I is a polynomial and, by Theorem 4, it isD
representable by the Choquet integral with respect to some monotonic
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 40, 1 -set function n defined on the finite algebra S of subsets generatedD
by elements of D. Since the value of the Choquet integral of the indicator
Ž .function A* of a given A g S is n A , we haveD
n A s A* dn s I A* s I A* s m A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H D
Clearly, for any S-measurable set A, there is a partition that has A as its
 4 Ž . Ž .element. Thus m is a 0, 1 -set function and m B s 0, m S s 1. It is also
monotonic. Indeed, for given A ; A9, there is a partition D such that
A, A9 g S . Let n be a set function defined above for D. Since m s n onD
Ž . Ž .S and n is monotonic, m A F m A9 .D
Consider now Hf dm on B . Its restriction on any B coincides with I.0 D
Ž .Hence I f s Hf dm on B .0
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